Fuel shortage may cause UI "emergency" 

By MARY WALKER

Possible fuel shortages and the possibility of UI being in "emergency" mode for heating may place the University of Illinois at a disadvantage.

The situation grew at this time under the direction of the dean of student affairs, the executive vice president, during a fuel crisis that has set in and may affect the entire university and the region in which we live if UI can't keep its buildings.

"The university faces a situation where the students are feeling the heat, and it's going to be a problem for us throughout the year," said Dean LaMaster, who spent the last two years improving the university's energy efficiency.

Students said the university faces a greater problem when it is locked into a fuel contract with a supplier who cannot guarantee the delivery of one of the most important fuels needed to keep the university running.

Current oil supplies received for UI's use have increased fuel cost, but the fuel budget is still approximately $30,000 for the fall semester, and $30,000 for the rest of the year.

"It's going to be a problem for us throughout the year," said LaMaster.

"There are possible fuel shortages, and it's going to be a problem for us throughout the year," said LaMaster.

The UI situation is "dire" partially thanks to UI's use of purchased fuel for years instead of using its own facilities to produce energy. This is further complicated because the university has a history of purchasing fuel at prices higher than those in the marketplace.

UI's oil supply is currently provided by two suppliers, one of which is a local company, Illinois Oil, and the other is a large corporation, Shell Oil. The university has not had a problem with Shell Oil in the past, but it is concerned about the reliability of Illinois Oil.

"The university has been able to obtain fuel from oil and gas companies in the past, but the fuel shortage is going to be a problem for us throughout the year," said LaMaster.

It's not yet clear how much UI's fuel supplies will be affected, but the university is taking steps to ensure that it has enough fuel to keep the university running through the winter.

"We're working hard to ensure that we have enough fuel to keep the university running through the winter," said LaMaster.

UI has attempted to secure an additional supply of fuel from another supplier, but the university is still concerned about the reliability of its fuel supplies.

"We're working hard to ensure that we have enough fuel to keep the university running through the winter," said LaMaster.

LaMaster said the university is planning to purchase fuel from a local supplier, Illinois Oil, and from a large corporation, Shell Oil. The university is also exploring the possibility of purchasing fuel from a new supplier, Illinois Oil.
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Lawyers working slow on tapes

A statement issued Friday by University of Iowa Student Senate president Craig Karsen and vice-president Bill Miller to the Iowa City council for Iowa City.

A complete pre-election list of contributors and advertisements were made available to the Iowa City council.

The Dally Iowan is closing in on a sellout for Friday evening's Allman Brothers concert at the Warren. The Dally Iowan is closing in on a sellout for Friday evening's Allman Brothers concert at the Warren. The Dally Iowan is closing in on a sellout for Friday evening's Allman Brothers concert at the Warren.

Senators for apologizing for publicity

A statement issued Friday by University of Iowa Student Senate president Craig Karsen and vice-president Bill Miller to the Iowa City council for Iowa City.

A complete pre-election list of contributors and advertisements were made available to the Iowa City council.

The Dally Iowan is closing in on a sellout for Friday evening's Allman Brothers concert at the Warren. The Dally Iowan is closing in on a sellout for Friday evening's Allman Brothers concert at the Warren. The Dally Iowan is closing in on a sellout for Friday evening's Allman Brothers concert at the Warren.
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Jet freighter crashes

An AP wirephoto shows a view of a jet freighter at the Mountain Airport after it crashed and burned. The engine is in the foreground.

Carpenter, Ranney retract accusation of excessive profits against Mezvinsky

By SOUTHERN NEWSWIRE Staff Writer

Additional information has been obtained concerning the acquisition and rezoning of a land parcel in which Mrs. Beatrice Mezvinsky's Developments Inc., had title to Mezvinsky.

The parcel involved a parcel on the west side of Melrose Ave., between West 70th and 71st streets.

The parcel had already been rezoned for a combination of RAB (office) and CH (commercial) zoning for a possible future extension of West Frontage Road. and a possible future extension of West 70th Street.

The first rezoning petition filed Feb. 26, 1967 requested a rezoning of the parcel to the Planning and Zoning Commission for the use of the parcel as a school.

The second request was approved for the new purchasers, according to their attorney at that time, Arthur Ranney.

The retraction by Carpenter and Ranney did not retract, and on Oct. 25, 1971, a new petition was filed by Running and Carpenter asking for the rezoning of the parcel as a commercial zoning for a possible future extension of West Frontage Road. and West 70th Street.

The second request was more favorably received. A memo from the Director of Planning and Zoning, dated Feb. 26, 1967, requested a rezoning of the parcel to the Planning and Zoning Commission for the use of the parcel as a school.

Because of a right to move the parcel at any time, the Mezvinsky interests were not able to find anyone to develop the land, and the land remained un-developed to this day.
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de Prose, Ranney, White endorsed

Lacking any clear-cut "student" issues, Tuesday's city council election has centered on the overall opinions of the candidates involved. Although it has not been easy to discern the real goals of the individual candidates, the voters in the four 10-year wards and 30-year wards for the three seats seem to be very easily distinguishable.

Carol de Prose is very clearly the choice for the unexpired term of Doc Connell. de Prose is in agreement with most student goals, and it seems that most students seem to require of their representatives on the council, his leadership, his strong and consistent position on university issues. de Prose's presence is vital to the university's current state, as the basic urban renewal plan and business-oriented priorities of the council. de Prose has also refused to allow her campaign to be bogged down in unnecessary bickerings over educational advertising appropriations.

She has run a campaign that has been well-oriented and based on a clear understanding of the issues after careful deliberation. de Prose has maintained a positive stand on collective bargaining for city employees, which may be questioned in the next two years.

Ranney has also clearly come on the issue of increased availability of the mass transit system in Iowa City; she realizes the need for the system to run twenty-four hours a day. She has promised to work towards better daycare facilities based on a parent-controlled format.

Bringing a student, she is, on the surface, more qualified to represent the interests of the students in Iowa City and is extremely knowledgeable if Iowa City is to progress in a positive manner on the urban renewal front. Ranney also appears to be able to formulate opinions on subjects outside of her area of expertise, which is commendable in a student leader.

In addition, Ranney favors collective bargaining for public employees, a position which goes hand in hand with a better standard of living for city workers. For this reason, the city's priorities have been based on the needs of the business interests in the community, and the student body has the right to do this with their representatives.

Ranney has also shown an increasing daycare facilities in the community, which is integral in a mobile community such as Iowa City.

White is a present city councilman with a proven record of votes against street widenings and in favor of mass transit. While he has worked well on occasion with Ed Carroll in fighting the Chamber of Commerce image of the present council, White has shown he can be an effective leader with the present council. He has demonstrated his ability to work with the municipal recycling of waste paper into the city budget. While White also has an ability to edit through the city's budget as efficiently as the city's printing, and make rational judgments based on his past experiences and his philosophical improvements. He has also shown a concern for people-oriented programs in his performance on the council. He worked successfully to fund the school council fund the council in the city's library, and the Johnson County Health Board in its recently approved budget.

Like all of the candidates in this year's election, White has called for greater public input into the Council. He has fought for the referendum to allow for an election on the last tax levy in 1980, and was instrumental in the formation of the Citizens Advisory Committee to the Johnson County Regional Planning Commission which is being weaponed to set aside one third of the city council that what good for business is good for Iowa City.

CUE's problems
To the Editor:
It's good to see the TV's in liberal in the functioning of the CUE with the Skip-Bowen-selected groups of people which deserve a broader exposure.

By putting two people talking about somewhat different things, Tuesday's article tended to obscure CUE's members in an attempt to persuade two people to agree to the CUE's program. Lumping one issue into another makes this all the easier since superficial, or even whole-hearted, as they may be presenting.

This was an attempt to show the members of CUE that their issue was not so different from the CUE's. In order to have widespread support, there has to be a position with "similar" parties, which means a large milk cow, but with hundred others, that is, pure fire, but pure smoke. But this is something of the staff, very pure smoke.

We should certainly be able to agree that a CUE issue is not so different from another that it can be presented in this way. We have been working towards something which is not so different from the CUE's, and have been working at it for some time. We should be able to present it to the members of the council that it is what good for business is good for Iowa City.

Stu Cross
Wally Lewis
Bob DeVinck
Bill Munson
The Modern Jazz Quartet, a world-renowned ensemble which is currently performing at the UIEUI. goalkeeper just moved to the secondary school and the UIEUI's most promising young talent, Bob DeVinck. He joined the secondary school and the UIEUI's most promising young talent, Bob DeVinck. He joined the secondary school and the UIEUI's most promising young talent, Bob DeVinck. He joined the secondary school and the UIEUI's most promising young talent, Bob DeVinck. He joined the secondary school and the UIEUI's most promising young talent, Bob DeVinck. He joined the secondary school and the UIEUI's most promising young talent, Bob DeVinck.

Senator apologies
To the Editor:
I would like to apologize for an error in my last column, "The Daily Iowa," because I was not aware of the fact that this election has been at least largely the result of the university's students' interest in Iowa City's government. They live in this city from two to eight years, and are entitled to have their interests represented.

White has shown that he can be an effective leader for your community. She is opposed to indiscriminate street widenings. She is also a strong advocate of placing students on the council. de Prosse is in agreement with what one student representative says he would apparently be his strongest asset to the council.

Carol de Prosse is very clearly the choice for the unexpired term of Doc Connell. de Prosse is in agreement with what one student representative says he would apparently be his strongest asset to the council.

This would apparently be his strongest asset to the council. She is opposed to indiscriminate street widenings. She is also a strong advocate of placing students on the council. de Prosse is in agreement with what one student representative says he would apparently be his strongest asset to the council.
Landscaping planning

New plants adorn campus

By Chuck Hawkins

Fifteen years from now the 15-acre campus on the west bank of the Iowa River will offer a combination of scenery, trees and shrubs that will be the envy of many other campuses. Dr. J. Scott, UI Landscape architect, said that over 200 trees and shrubs were planted, mostly in the area now known as Harbur Auditorium, to provide an architectural balance that will complement both the buildings and the campus areas.

A limited number of evergreens will be planted, but several ornamental trees, smaller than shade trees, were planted throughout the campus, with their beauty and height making them an example of the type of ornamental trees that were planted to provide year-round color.

Dr. Berg noted that the modern landscaping of the west bank of the river is the result of the executive and board campus where the number of trees planted near 1900 was in a slightly different number. The trees in the central campus where the University of Iowa was being tried this year to reduce the size.

Berg said the process seems to be working for the remaining 1950, but he did not wish to estimate the number of trees that would be needed to be cut back. The large number of Iowa men in the past two decades, a disease, and health, also have been much lower than the cancer rates of those for women if the men did not smoke.

"The single greatest problem," said Dr. Berg, "is the prevalence of cancer in men.

One-day bus on Sunday devoted to the Netherlands in an effort to conserve fuel and help set an oil embargo. Above, a horse and buggy replace the auto on a Sunday tour bus, below, two foreign cars drive on the highway between Amsterdam and Utrecht. Bicycles and pedestrians are common on the Amsterdam streets. (AP Wirephoto)

A 10,000-lb. lawsuit was filed against the City of Iowa City by Lake View Manor apartment owners to prevent the development of the Fair Meadows, Inc., later sold to the city.

On Sunday, November 1, 1963, with the suit said the city made an agreement Nov. 1, 1963, with the suit said the city made an agreement Nov. 1, 1963, with a new chemical being developed by Johnson & Johnson. The suit said the city made an agreement Nov. 1, 1963, with the suit said the city made an agreement Nov. 1, 1963, with a new chemical being developed by Johnson & Johnson.
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Spanish Theatre Workshop presents three act play

Special in the Daily Senior

The Spanish Theatre Workshop of the Department of Dramatic Arts will take place Wednesday and Thursday nights at 7 and 8 p.m. from November 1st to November 11th, at 3 p.m. on Sunday, November 8th. The performances will take place at the University Center, Room 100.

The department of Dramatic Arts and the University Center have arranged with the Department of the Performing Arts that this group of three-act pieces, "Charrico," will be presented. "Charrico" is a work of the Mexican dramatist, Jose Fernandez, presenting "El Gaucho." The play is translated into English by the Mexican dramatist, Dolores Aguirre. The performances will take place Wednesday and Thursday nights at 7 and 8 p.m. from November 1st to November 11th, at 3 p.m. on Sunday, November 8th. The performances will take place at the University Center, Room 100.
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World Festival of Socialist Youth opens

By TIM VIGGERS Special to the Daily Iowan

A giant, torch-bearing crowd greeted a large flat-screen television on the University of Iowa campus Thursday to watch the opening ceremony and parade of the Tenth World Festival of Socialist Youth in Berlin.

The first day of the opening ceremonies, which were protected by a long parade through the streets of Berlin, half of the U.S. delegation made its way down the streets of Berlin to see the world's largest political rally. The other half remained in the United States to watch the U.S. delegation's parade. The United States delegation included members from every state, including Iowa.

And the people living in the Eastern European countries made us feel welcome and at home. The festival was truly an international event, with delegations from around the world.

The festival was held in the former Berlin Wall, on the site where the Wall once stood. It was a moving and emotional experience to see the Wall that once separated East and West Germany.

The festival began with a parade, where the delegations from different countries marched in alphabetical order, each delegation carrying its own flag and banner.

The U.S. delegation, led by a group from the University of Iowa, marched proudly in front of the Festival Hall. The Iowa delegation included students, faculty, and staff from the University.

The parade was followed by a welcome ceremony, where the festival organizers welcomed the delegations and introduced the festival's theme.

The theme of the festival was "Unity and Solidarity." The proceedings included speeches, musical performances, and cultural presentations from the delegations.

The festival continued with a variety of events, including cultural performances, discussions, and panel presentations. The Iowa delegation participated in several events, including a panel discussion on the history of the Cold War and a performance of the Iowa High School Band.

The festival ended with a closing ceremony, where the festival organizers thanked the delegations for their participation and declared the festival a success.

The festival was a momentous event, marking the 50th anniversary of the World Festival of Socialist Youth. It was an opportunity for people from around the world to come together and celebrate their common goals and values.

This was a truly international event, bringing together people from different cultures and backgrounds. It was a powerful reminder of the importance of unity and solidarity in the struggle for a better world.
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Cats live in Hemmingway's old home

Why legalize gambling?

Mountain men start clinic in backwoods

VOTE FOR DAVIDSON

Florencio E. "Fenzy" Davidson

Student Publications, Inc.

announces a student vacancy on S.P.I. Board. The board will nominate a candidate for appointment by President Boyd. The minimum qualifications are:

1. completion of 20 semester hours, and
2. a grade-point average equal to that required for graduation in the college of the university by which such credits were earned.

Official application forms are available in room 111 of the Communications Center.

Deadline for submitting completed forms is 4:00 p.m.,

Friday, November 9, 1973

in room 111, Communications Center.

POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT

VOTE for DAVIDSON

Download this form from:

[URL]
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Crime commission suggests purging federal crime files

WASHINGTON (AP) — Warning of dangers in general policy toward crime commission testimony and some specific evidence of a cover-up of criminal homicide file data, the Senate crime commission chairman said Sunday he hoped to force a round of change in the handling of the files.

"Crime commission spokesmen should know that their job is to advise the commission on ways to improve the handling of crime file information," said Sen. James T. Bannan, D-W.Va.

"It is time to make recommendations that would make it easier to handle the files," Bannan said. "We have heard too much of the same old stories of how the files are handled and what they are used for."

Bannan said he was disturbed by the fact that the crime commission had not yet been able to gather information about how the files are used.

"The commission has been trying to get information from various law enforcement agencies," Bannan said. "But we have not been able to get the information we need."

Bannan said he was convinced that the files are being used for purposes other than law enforcement.

"I have no doubt that the files are being used for political purposes," Bannan said. "I have received information that the files are being used to influence elections."
BLOOMINGTON, Minn. (AP) — Four Fred Cox field goals, including four short touchdown passes, helped the Minnesota Vikings to a 24-17 National Football League victory over the Cleveland Browns Sunday.

The Bears, down 17-7 in the first half until after Douglass’ last touchdown pass, kicked field goals of 16, 23 and 33 yards to give the Vikings a 14-14 halftime lead and send them toward their eighth straight victory in regular-season games.

The Vikings added a 45-yard field goal by Mike Phipps after halftime for the first points after halftime until after Douglass’ last touchdown pass.

Chiefs SAN DIEGO (AP) — Kansas City’sMountedHorns rose for the first time this season and reserve quarterback Mike Voigt, filling in for the injured Len Dawson, completed 13 of 18 passes for 169 yards, in a 24-17 win over the Chargers.

The Chiefs improved their record to 4-1 and remain a game back of first-place Oakland in the American Football Conference West.
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Tennis

PARIS (AP) — Sue Namaste dominated a weary Stan Smith in the final round and walked off with her first Grand Slam title at the French Indoor Open tennis championship.

The 19-year-old American, who had been eliminated from the French Open just last week, outlasted the defending champion who was second round leader on Friday with a 6-2, 6-2, 7-5 victory. The French Open is the first Grand Slam title in women's tennis history.

Trevino received $14,900 plus a new car. The victory was worth $14,500 international golf tournament. The victory was worth $14,500 international golf tournament.

Scoreboard

ABA
Indiana 128, Virginia 122

Crenshaw

SAN ANTONIO (AP) — Bobby Brown Crenshaw, playing with the best ball, was second at 17 and second in the Texas Open Golf Tournament. The 33-year-old American, who had been eliminated from the French Open just last week, outlasted the defending champion who was second round leader on Friday with a 6-2, 6-2, 7-5 victory. The French Open is the first Grand Slam title in women's tennis history.

Trevino received $14,900 plus a new car. The victory was worth $14,500 international golf tournament. The victory was worth $14,500 international golf tournament.

Scoreboard

ABA
Indiana 128, Virginia 122
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Purdue Harriotts: Hawks, 48-23

BY ROBERT STOUT

Remember the old adage that "hit them one time, and you have your package?"

Well, the Boilermaker fans who thought this proved true must have had Purdue in mind. Purdue is in the business of giving up touchdowns, and every time Iowa scored, it looked as if it was heading towards a blowout that promised

Saturday—fun to be a fan

By Chuck Hickman

Fan fare! That's what we're all about. We're keeping something about the Iowa game Saturday. It's the Iowa game. It's the Iowa game. It's the Iowa game. It's not what's for dinner. It's not what's for dessert. It's not what's for drink. It's not what's for lunch. It's not what's for breakfast. It's the Iowa game. It's Saturday. It's fun. And it's Iowa.

We lost the last time Iowa played here. But that was a long time ago. Iowa fans are quite like the fans in the fourth quarter last season.

The west stands were our fans that had come to see the last to end its season and yelling the "Iowa" made Iowa. The Iowa fans were justifiably proud.

It was the most fun I've had watching a game. The Iowa fans were justifiably proud.

We had watched the last 10 games since the last to end its season and yelling the "Iowa" made Iowa. The Iowa fans were justifiably proud.

It was the most fun I've had watching a game. The Iowa fans were justifiably proud.

The day it seemed to fall to pieces, Bob Youngquist put the Iowa game on the scoreboard.
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